Lloyd’s is the world’s
leading specialist insurance
market, a place where many
talented and experienced
underwriters come together
to insure and reinsure risk.
Behind the iconic glass
lifts, steel ducts and
striking atrium is one of
the world’s most famous
and unique organisations.

Key Facts
Numbers and statistics
> The Lloyd’s market is made up of 51 managing agents running
80 syndicates1. More information on how the market works
can be found overleaf.
> Lloyd’s operates in more than 200 countries and territories
worldwide. We are expanding our presence into emerging
markets such as China, Latin America, India and the
Middle East. www.lloyds.com/worldwide
> 90%2 of FTSE 100 companies and 93%3 of Dow Jones
companies have insurance at Lloyd’s.
> Lloyd’s provides cover for eight of the world’s top
pharmaceutical companies and 52 of the world’s top banks4.
> Each day, around 4,000 people visit the famous Lloyd’s
building in London.

Our strategy, strength and ratings
> It is our vision to be the platform of choice for specialist
insurance and reinsurance business and we have
a clear strategy to achieve this, as set out in our rolling
Three-Year Plan: www.lloyds.com/strategy
> Lloyd’s currently holds A+ ratings from Fitch Ratings and
Standard & Poor’s, and an A rating from A.M. Best.
> Lloyd’s unique capital structure, often referred to as
the ‘chain of security’, provides excellent financial
security to policyholders and capital efficiency to members:
www.lloyds.com.publications

Financial performance
> In 2007, Lloyd’s achieved a profit before tax of £3,846m5.
> Lloyd’s current combined ratio is 84.0%6 reflecting
continued strong performance.
> At the end of 2007, the net assets of the Lloyd’s Central
Fund, which serves as security for Lloyd’s policies, stood
at £767m plus subordinated loan notes at £516m7.
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Lloyd’s
Key Facts

Where does our capital come from?
49% UK listed and other corporate members
35% International
insurance industry

Past and present
>U
 nlike most other insurance brands, Lloyd’s is not a
company, it’s a market place where our members join
together as syndicates to insure and reinsure risks.

16% Individual members

> L loyd’s started life in a 17th century coffee shop, providing
insurance to the burgeoning ship and cargo trade. As
new markets emerged, the business evolved, bringing in
modern technologies and pioneering new kinds of cover.
www.lloyds.com/history

Breakdown of business by class
33% Reinsurance
23% Property

> The Lloyd’s market insures complex and specialist risks
from oil rigs and wind farms to major airlines and private
space shuttles.
> Threats such as global terrorism, climate change
and geopolitical instability underline the need for Lloyd’s
to remain responsive and forward looking.

21% Casualty

8% Marine

	 Our 360 Risk Project was launched to stimulate thought 		
and discussion about emerging risk issues, tapping in to 		
the knowledge and experience within the market.
www.lloyds.com/360

6% Motor
6% Energy
3% Aviation

How does the Lloyd’s market work?

Breakdown of business by region

> L loyd’s brokers bring business into the market on behalf
of clients/policyholders, and shop around to see which
syndicates can cover their specific risk and on what terms.

44% US & Canada
24% UK

> Insurance is sold (or ‘underwritten’) by members of Lloyd’s.
The members provide the financial backing, known as capital,
which acts as security for Lloyd’s policies to help ensure that
claims are paid.

14% Europe

> A member or a group of members form a syndicate;
which are managed day to day, on behalf of its members,
by a managing agent.

7% Central Asia
& Asia Pacific

> The Corporation of Lloyd’s oversees and provides services to
support the market and promotes Lloyd’s around the world.

7% Other Americas
4% Rest of the World

www.lloyds.com/marketstructure
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Read the latest news on Lloyd’s at www.lloyds.com/newscentre
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Clients have
risks that need
to be insured or
reinsured. They
will discuss their
needs with
a broker.

Brokers: facilitate the risk
transfer process between clients
and underwriters. Depending on
the complexity or size of the risk,
there may be more than one broker
in the distribution chain.

Syndicates have specialist
underwriters who price,
underwrite and handle
any claims in relation to
the risk. Large, or specialist
risks, are often written on
a subscription basis across
several participating
syndicates.

Managing agents
provide management
and other services to
syndicates. They employ
underwriting and
support staff and
provide the business
infrastructure.

Capital providers,
called members,
are the risk carriers.
They support one,
or a number of
syndicates.

Service companies: some risks
are placed directly with managing
agent-owned service companies.

